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WHAT’S NEW AT MODERN

PARICIPATION   IN “I LOVE YAMUNA” CAMPAIGN

Naisha Singh(XI-B) and Vania Karna(XI-G) participated in the Yamuna Cleaning 

Campaign on behalf of the Nature Club, Modern School ,Barakhamba Road. The event 

“Jan Jagrukta Abhiyan” on cleaning Yamuna river was organised by the Department of 

Enviornment, Government of NCT of Delhi. 

The Chief Guest for the occasion was

Mr Gopal Rai, Hon’ble Environment,

Forest and Wildlife Minister, Delhi, and

the Guest of Honour was Mr Praveen

Kumar, Hon’ble MLA (Jangpura

Constituency). The event was held on 17th

May, 2023 at the Chhat Pooja Ghats,

ITO, Delhi. Participants from several

schools across Delhi joined the awareness

campaign and learnt the significance of

keeping our environment clean and the

need to switch to sustainable living. The

students were escorted by Ms Priyanka

Singh. This was quite a learning

experience for the students.
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BUSINESS  CONCLAVE’2023

Business conclave is an annual event organised by BIZONOMICS SOCIETY. This 

year the event took place on 20th May, 2023. It was attended by hundred students of  

XI and XII, consisting of a variety of events. The aim of the conclave was to inspire 

and empower young minds.

The Conclave began with the Mergers and Acquisitions event, where the participants 

proposed mergers of various companies and explained the benefits of their decision. It 

was followed by Logomania, where the students showcased their creativity by 

redesigning and justifying new logos for various companies. Business Pitch enabled 

young minds to identify and develop viable business ideas and discuss their 

feasibility- both technical and financial.  The next event was Ad- Acting where 

students created and enacted ads on the topic "Timeless travels and tours- time travel 

agency“. This was followed by Corporate Legal Battle which enabled participants to 

research, assert and legally debate with their co- participants. During Group 

Discussion, the participants comprehensively discussed the topic "AI: A revolutionary 

invention or a disruptive innovation which is a threat to humanity?" Business quiz

was held to evaluate participants' knowledge of business and economics. The Mock 

Stocks event- a stock market simulation was conducted, where participants had to 

decide whether to buy, hold or sell company shares based on the news provided to 

them. Students from the audience were given opportunity to participate in an 

extempore event by speaking for one minute on a pertinent subject. With the help of 

insightful remarks, advice and guidance of the judges, the event was a great success. 
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The Laxmibai Biennial House Function was held on  4th May, 2023 organised by 

the housemasters, Ms Puja Kapoor, Ms Manju Vijra, and Ms Kanika Bathla.   

Chief Guest for the function was Mr Naveen Jindal and Guest of Honour was      

Mr Narendra Singh.

House Report compiled by Advitya Wilson, consisted of the achievements of 

Laxmibai House students. Ballet conceived and directed by Mr Arindam Das 

Gupta, was a beautiful performance held to celebrate the life of Shri Rabindranath 

Tagore. 

Play directed by Mr Rajkumar, was a satirical take on the issue of corruption and 

was a mighty success that left the audience with splits in their sides. Laxmibai

House came together to sing the house song, Kandhon Se Milte Hain Kandhe (कंध ं

से मिलते हैं कंधे), a powerful and patriotic song that celebrates the bravery and 

sacrifice of Indian soldiers. Its message of unity and brotherhood deeply resonated 

with the audience, especially the Chief Guest, Mr Naveen Jindal, who is famously 

known as the ‘Flag Man’.

LAXMIBAI HOUSE FUNCTION

Glimpses from Laxmibai House Function
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SPANISH ROUND SQUARE EVENT

Participants of Spanish Round Square

A delegation comprising of five students from Modern School, Barakhamba

Road- Zara Javed (X-A), Amaara Ahuja (X-A), Kabir Gupta (X-A), Sayesha

Sachdeva (X-A), Vebhu Mahajan (IX-A) and Amanya Kapoor (IX-A),

participated in the Online Spanish Language Lab - an International Spanish

Round Square organised by three renowned schools across Spain - Aleph

School, SEK International and Gimnasio Campestre on 16th, 23rd and 30th May,

2023.Enriching and fruitful discussions on culture and traditions, travel and

tourism were conducted over a span of three stimulating sessions.

The  students  got  a hands-on  

experience  while  interacting  

with  their  Spanish  counterparts  

and becoming more informed and 

well-versed in the Spanish 

language, traditions and culture. 

This helped  in  strengthening  

their  knowledge  and  

understanding  of  the language  

as  well.  They  proudly  

represented  Indian  culture  and  

tradition  on  an international 

scale. Overall, it was a great 

learning experience for all the 

students.


